PROBLEMS TOO COMPLEX

State board candidates cite need for higher education master plan

The first candidates for policy positions on the state board have emerged, at least in the form of a letter to the editor. In a letter to the board, the candidates introduced themselves and outlined their plans for the upcoming academic year.

The letter, written by the Michigan State College Candidates, states that the candidates are committed to improving the education system in the state. They outline their plans for the upcoming year, including increasing funding for education, improving teacher salaries, and increasing access to higher education.

The candidates also express their commitment to working with the board to ensure that the needs of the students are met.

U's must 'reflect spirit of own times'—Hannah

As the University of Michigan celebrates its centennial, President James D.uderstrom Jr. has called on the university community to "reflect the spirit of our times." In a speech on Monday, the president urged students, faculty and staff to embrace the "spirit of innovation and change" that has defined the institution.

"We have a unique situation in East Lansing," President Duderstrom said. "We have a unique opportunity to shape the future of higher education, not just in Michigan but in the nation and the world." He added that the university must be "innovative and flexible" in order to meet the challenges of the 21st century.

ASMSU to distribute free discount cards

By BEV TWITCHELL
State News Staff Writer

The ASMSU has announced plans to offer free discount cards to students. The cards will provide students with discounts on a variety of products and services.

The cards will be offered to students beginning next month and will be available on campus at the Student Union.

ASMSU plans to distribute the cards to students beginning next month.
Put a staunch Democrat and just as staunch a Republican together and start them talking about Governor Romney. In the resulting discussion they might disagree on the relative merits of the programs Romney has advocated, but there will be little disagreement at all on the man of action. In his fourth year as governor, Romney has established an excellent record. Since he took office, the state has passed from a $160-million debt to a $150-million surplus. It cannot be proved that Romney is responsible for the sharp turnaround in the state financial situation. But a governor is so central to the operation of a state that it is inconceivable that he would not have at least some responsibility for the financial upswing.

One area where Romney—well, the Democratic legislature—has failed is a much-needed tax reform. This failure, however, is outweighed by the many programs started during Romney's administration.

Services improved
Under Romney's leadership state services have been improved and expanded. Support for higher education has more than doubled during his term. He has guided programs in water pollution, mental health, aid for senior citizens, agriculture, and conservation, to name a few.

In the field of civil rights, he was highly instrumental in the establishment of a civil rights commission in 1964.

Cooperation
Also, during his term, a state minimum wage law was passed, and workman's compensation laws have been expanded.

Certainly not all of these new programs can be attributed directly to Romney. Their passage is the result of not only leadership and action by the governor, but more important, cooperation between legislature and governor.

Romney has proved his ability to get along with both Republican and Democratic legislatures.

Romney's willingness to take the initiative in forming new programs, and his ability to entitle the cooperation of legislatures are marks of a good governor, one who can make his state a leader and a better place in which to live.

His opponent, Zoltan Perenyi, is an unknown quantity. There is no way to tell whether he would be an initiator of new programs or a man who can cooperate with the opposition by the product. It would be foolhardy November 8 to turn out a proven leader for a question mark. —The Editor

---

**Editors' Note**

Romney's four years in office show him four marks.

---

**THE READERS' MINDS**

Roethke's words prove timely

To the Editor:

In their willingness to seek refuge in the unwillingness of poets to express the politics of their time, it is easy to see the bitter ends that one bleeding, but always in waltz-time; helter-skelter impressionists and sad ironists as well as to the curious who make grandiloquent effects.

To my way of thinking, the editors were quite right. I get the impression that the editors are reflecting the community and are therefore right.

---

**REFERENCE**

To the Editor:

I got called into the Dean's office and told me he heard I was in my office and told me he heard I was listening to the radio. I asked, "What was I doing?"

"You've got to do what I tell you," my friend answered. "But added in a shad of irony, it means I'll be fired by the history days."

---

**AGED OUTLINES**

ATL NUT SCI SOC HUM COURSE OUTLINES

MATH 109 109 111 112 113
CHEM 101 102 111
STAT 121 123 MATH 120
PHYSICS 237, 287

Musashino Travel Center Inc.

228 Avenue N., New Taipei City

TEL. 351-6400
More students at MSU have received scholarships than from the state of Michigan than worth $1,327,877.

Specifically, MSU students received 1,541 of the MREA's non-competitive scholarships, worth a total of $681,462, and 1,447 awards worth $646,415.

By percentages, they earned 13 per cent of the 8,803 scholarships awarded by the state, with 280 awards for 8,270 students, compared to 1,145 awards for 5,856 students awarded by the state.

This is the highlight of a recent report on the distribution of scholarships to students at Michigan State University.

By percentage, they earned 13 per cent of the 8,803 scholarships awarded by the state, with 280 awards for 8,270 students, compared to 1,145 awards for 5,856 students awarded by the state.

The average loan to an MREA student was $98,159 compared to a maximum possible of $500 for freshmen. Total state loan awards amounted to $500 for freshmen, $500 for sophomores and $1,500 for graduate students.

This year 8,270 students applied for MREA scholarships.

World News at a Glance

VC challenged in Toy Ninh

SAIGON, South Viet Nam (AP) — VC in Toy Ninh Province have become more aggressive in fighting the American war effort.

With the exception of the American war effort, there are no significant differences in Toy Ninh Province's military capability.

Menon's assassination rejected

NEW DELHI, India (AP) — The Indian government has rejected the statement that Menon's assassination was a result of his political activities.

Menon was a senior Indian diplomat who was assassinated in New Delhi on November 14.

Three men face trial for Menon's murder.

Three men have been arrested for Menon's murder, according to the Information Commissioner.

The men are expected to be charged with murder.

Meeting Fisher Head Representative

Spartan Village School; 11, St. Thomas Aquinas School.

Knapp's Capitol Avenue Sporting Goods Department

8 Day Festival for Skiers and Sportsmen

Name your sport, skiing, skateboarding, deer hunting, archery, hiking, bowling, Knapp's has the latest equipment for it. Also the newest Brunswick home pool tables and supplies, come in and see our stocks.

Monday, Nov. 7

Meet Cape Fisher Head Representative

Famous international racer and expert skier outfitter, at Knapp's Ski Shop today 12 to 9, Don't miss the chance to get advice from an expert on selecting your ski equipment.

Meet Lou Levy Ski Expert from American Ski

American Ski Co., importers of famous Kollack boots. Reni and Johnson ski expert. This noted expert will be on hand to advise and assist you with expert fitting. Monday, 12 to 9, in Knapp's Ski Shop, Step in.

Values for the Skier at Knapp's

Kollack Slope Star Ski Boots, men's or ladies'. Full double boot with reinforced shaft, oval ankle cups, tapered heel, molded tongue, 29.95

Rachie 5-Buckle Boot. The new Micro Heli boot has up to 21 regulating positions, each rotation adjusts the fit by 1/20th in. 49.95.

Hauker Ski Pant. Made in France, Men's or ladies'. Flattering look yet rugged, with 4" new belt of super elastic, 49.95 and 52.99.

Head 360 Skiis. All-round ski for advanced skiers, Patented construction, head channel groove, double top and single bottom skis, 148.95

Reni Slimnit Pant. Men's or ladies, combines fashion with durability at a down-to-earth price. Blend of woolen for a trim look, 19.95

Profile Ski Pant. Top quality for action skiers. Non-blend stretch with engineered construction, gripper waistband, trimfit, 8.95.

Knapp's Ski Package. Hanger Beaver ski package, $95.00 for women, plus Kollack boots, aluminum pole, Chocola of Cabe or Tyrolia bindings, $79.95.

Head Moker Skiis. Stiffer, more challenging ski with modified downhill tip radius, thicker core, TF - 8 base, L-shaped edge, 124.95.

Knapp's World's Largest Ski Boot

A genuine ski boot made by Mr. Max Gillo. It's the same style boot you can own, pared down to size. See the big one, see how they are made, be sure you pick your Ruckile Buckle boots, finest made, at Knapp's Monday.

Meet Jerry Brewer from Ruckile Boots

He will hold boot clinics and seminars on this favorite pastime from coast-to-coast. His knowledge of North American ski areas and skiers helps assure that famous Ruckile boots are built to last out North American slopes.

Tuesday

Ski Pont Day at Knapp's Ski Shop. Our fashion and ski experts will offer perfect fit for comfort.

Wednesday

These experts on hand all week to assist with any ski clothing or equipment advice. Denny Orr, Phyllis Swathwood, Valerie Hayes, John Deschermeier, Ward Gronemor, Jim Pfeifer.

Monday, Nov. 7

Meet Fisher Head Representative

Famous international racer and expert skier outfitter, at Knapp's Ski Shop today 12 to 9, Don't miss the chance to get advice from an expert on selecting your ski equipment.

Bootmaking Demonstration

See Max Gillo, Swiss master craftsman with the Ruckile boot company of Switzerland for 25 years. See him at work in the Knapp's front window today 12 to 5. In the ski shop this evening 7 to 9.

Meet Lou Levy Ski Expert from American Ski

American Ski Co., importers of famous Kollack boots. Reni and Johnson ski expert. This noted expert will be on hand to advise and assist you with expert fitting. Monday, 12 to 9, in Knapp's Ski Shop, Step in.

Values for the Skier at Knapp's

Kollack Slope Star Ski Boots, men's or ladies'. Full double boot with reinforced shaft, oval ankle cups, tapered heel, molded tongue, 29.95

Rachie 5-Buckle Boot. The new Micro Heli boot has up to 21 regulating positions, each rotation adjusts the fit by 1/20th in. 49.95.

Hauker Ski Pant. Made in France, Men's or ladies'. Flattering look yet rugged, with 4" new belt of super elastic, 49.95 and 52.99.

Head 360 Skiis. All-round ski for advanced skiers, Patented construction, head channel groove, double top and single bottom skis, 148.95

Reni Slimnit Pant. Men's or ladies, combines fashion with durability at a down-to-earth price. Blend of woolen for a trim look, 19.95

Profile Ski Pant. Top quality for action skiers. Non-blend stretch with engineered construction, gripper waistband, trimfit, 8.95.

Knapp's Ski Package. Hanger Beaver ski package, $95.00 for women, plus Kollack boots, aluminum pole, Chocola of Cabe or Tyrolia bindings, $79.95.

Head Moker Skiis. Stiffer, more challenging ski with modified downhill tip radius, thicker core, TF - 8 base, L-shaped edge, 124.95.
The Pass... And the Catch

Jaworski, Row. MD quarterback, first to pass to Gene Washington, who galloped to the end zone for a touchdown. Row and Washington connected twice for scores against the Hawkeyes. Washington's two touchdown passes gave the Spartans and the MSU career record for most TD passes, 15, surpassing the old

Saturday: 'just beautiful'

Monday, November 7, 1966

SPRINTS

JONES SETS BIG 10 RECORD

Four records fall in 56-7 deluge

By ED BRILL

Spartan halfback Clinton Jones stiffarmed an Iowa defender and followed Gene Washington in the corner of the end zone for the score with some nifty outside running and cutbacks. The second was taken on a 15-yard burst by Cavender on a sweep.
At the time and Cavender was running at first string fullback an outstanding high school career at Detroit Cathedral Central. It was painful not only for Bob, but also for the thousands of Spartan fans. I thanked me for my time, and the conversation ended on a friendly note. I mentioned that Cavender had fumbled, I guaranteed that if he didn’t plan to play behind anyone, Cavender will tell you. The Spartans’ barrel-shaped power runner will hit a brick wall, knowing that he can call on a second string fullback who rolls up 92 yards rushing and contributes a pair of touchdowns. Apisa. As one press box observer put it: “I bet Apisa’s knee is down in the process.” The impression Cavender made Saturday is best illustrated by the two weeks ago, is 1-5 in the league with a 6-0 record, 8-0 on the ground, 4-1 in the conference and 6-2 now in a fifth-place tie with a pair of comments made by a Daily Iowan sports writer. I thought I played a good game, and I punished a few people out there. I’m very satisfied in the name, and I think that we will be allowed to defend our NCAA title on the basis of our showing.

SILDEINS
Here’s to Reggie
By LARRY WERNER
State News Sports Editor
Reggie Covander, Spartan fullback, carries the ball against Army. Covander had 13 carries and scored two touchdowns.

Lions avoid loss
CHICAGO (UPI) -- Wayne Walker came off the bench with a minute and 15 seconds left Sunday to boot a field goal which gave the Detroit Lions a 10-7 win with the Chicago Bears and assure a brilliant one-man show by goaldie Gary Sorenson. Walker, who had given up this part of the Lion field goal specialist to Yugoslav rookie Dan Verivanj, was called upon when the Lions had to have a score. After Beat going live stand ended, the Lions on the Chicago 4, Walker kicked a field goal longer than 10 yards and true from the 17. The Bears fought desperately to score in 66 seconds, recording and Rudy Ruettiger’s punts and Sorenson’s punting got them down to the Lion 17. With just 10 seconds left, it seemed the Bears would pull it out when Roger Douglasthumped a field goal from his 25. But his kick was wide of the left and the Bears were dead.

By ROBERTA YATIE
Of the Daily Calendar

Illinois State University

By DENNIS CHASE
Associated Press Sports Editor

LIONS BOOTERS END YEAR WITH 1-TIE IN ST. LOUIS

All the players had great games. Barry Turner was a standout in his first year of varsity play. The team played without even playing with four-quarters of the game. Everyone played in the game. The only special mention was that Turner had a great game. The team played without even playing with four-quarters of the game. Everyone played in the game. The only special mention was that Turner had a great game. The team played without even playing with four-quarters of the game. Everyone played in the game. The only special mention was that Turner had a great game.

THE VARSITY

In the Swim
Bellevue is on roll. The three girls’ teams are participating in the National Collegiate Athletic Association women’s swim team league. The MSU Swim team is held at the Seattle University Aquatic Center, State News photos by Mike Schoffelnik.
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The Bears fought desperately to score in 66 seconds, recording and Rudy Ruettiger’s punts and Sorenson’s punting got them down to the Lion 17. With just 10 seconds left, it seemed the Bears would pull it out when Roger Douglasthumped a field goal from his 25. But his kick was wide of the left and the Bears were dead.
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THE VARSITY

In the Swim
Bellevue is on roll. The three girls’ teams are participating in the National Collegiate Athletic Association women’s swim team league. The MSU Swim team is held at the Seattle University Aquatic Center, State News photos by Mike Schoffelnik.
Mini-fare

The latest thing in student accessories. It comes halfway up to regular fare.

The Country School

Johnson raps politicians

The Country School, Fredrickson, Wash., is offering President Gerald Ford a special challenge. The school's students have been asked to write personalized letters to the president requesting that he do something for them. The letters are to be delivered to Ford's office in Washington.

Ford, who represents the state of California, has been asked to do something specific. The students want him to do something for them, but they don't know what. They plan to deliver the letters to Ford's office in Washington, D.C., on the president's birthday, Nov. 4.

They hope that Ford will see their letters and respond in some way, but they are not sure what that might be. They just want him to do something.

The students have been working on this project for some time. They have been brainstorming ideas and writing letters. They hope that Ford will see their letters and respond in some way, but they are not sure what that might be. They just want him to do something.
Lloyd collects finest film gags

BY JOE CLARE

The hardcover, withoutoting, two-volume set titled "Humor! Everyman's Library," contains 22 black-and-white illustrations and a foreword by the late Hungarian-Jewish film critic, who is also credited with coining the term "Kafkaesque." The volume highlights the work of American humorists from the 19th century to the present day.

The Humor! Everyman's Library set is priced at $29.95 for individual volumes and $49.95 for the complete set. The volumes can be ordered through most bookstores or directly from the publisher, Humor! Everyman's Library, 1600 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.

Enter Jesus, the Mastermind

Passover Plot

Dr. Hugh Schonfield

The Passover Plot is a historical novel that explores the events leading up to the crucifixion of Jesus and the circumstances surrounding the Last Supper. The novel is set in Jerusalem during the Roman occupation of Palestine and tells the story of the young Jesus as he prepares for his ultimate sacrifice.

The novel has been praised for its historical accuracy and its portrayal of the religious and social context of the time. It has also been criticized for its romanticized portrayal of Jesus and for its depiction of the Roman authorities.

The Passover Plot is part of a series of novels written by Dr. Hugh Schonfield, who was a leading scholar of early Christian history. The series includes "The Passion Plot" and "The Resurrection Plot," among others.

Tonight

The Lucas House Dance Company will perform tonight at 8:30 p.m. in the Fairchild Theater. The performance will feature a variety of modern dance styles, including contemporary, jazz, and hip-hop.

The Lucas House Dance Company is a community-based dance group that offers classes and performances throughout the area. The group is committed to promoting the arts and providing opportunities for people of all ages to explore and develop their creative abilities.

Retreats

GOOD YEAR

SERVICE STORE

482-1428

ACROSS FROM SPARROW HOSPITAL
OPEN MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 9 A.M. TO 9 P.M.

GOOD YEAR

STEEL

NO MONEY DOWN

TWO FOR $25

PLUS TAX AND EXCHANGE

GOODYEAR

THURSDAY, NOV. 17, 8 A.M.-10 P.M.

(Sunday plays 8 A.M.-1 P.M.)

BETHLEHEM STEEL

MEET THE

CLASS OF 1970

B.K.I.K.S.

LIMITED NUMBER OF TICKETS AVAILABLE.

$1000 each

For your SING NIGHT TICKET buy in

Call Your Neighbors

The Dells

Brings Back

Senior Night

THURSDAY, NOV. 17, 8 A.M.-10 A.M.

(Band plays 8 A.M.-1 P.M.)

Sponsored By Sigma Chi

All You Can Drink!

Meet the Class of 1970 B.K.I.K.S.

$1000 each

Limited number of tickets available. To buy yours now! You can get them from any Sigma Chi member or the Dells at $700 each. The tickets can be redeemed across from Sigma Chi at 729 East Michigan Avenue.

For your SING NIGHT TICKET buy in

Call Your Neighbors

Tickets Sold At:

- Sigma Chi members
- Sigma Chi members
- Sigma Chi members
- Sigma Chi members

Special $9.95

NEW! 14 Complete Dictionaries in 1 Volume!

THE DICTIONARY LIBRARY

Nearly 200,000 entries for use in School, Home & Office!

- Webster's Dictionary
- Encyclopedia Americana
- World Book
- Columbia Dictionary
- Random House
- Dictionary
- Oxford English
- Webster's New

SCIENTIFIC TERMS
- Computer Dictionary

OUT OF DATE HISTORY

A valuable new reference tool. These separate volumes are a 20% savings over the individual price.

MAIL AND PHONE ORDERS FILLED

Free Parking at the Rear of the Store

MUSIC DICTIONARY

SYNONYMS, ANTONYMS & HOMONYMS

MUSIC DICTIONARY

SYNONYMS, ANTONYMS & HOMONYMS

MUSIC DICTIONARY

SYNONYMS, ANTONYMS & HOMONYMS

MUSIC DICTIONARY

SYNONYMS, ANTONYMS & HOMONYMS
FLOODS Stony Stan

FLOWER, July 5 - Rising flood waters in Europe and Africa again reached the height of the 1958 disaster. Flooding in the Po Basin, where the river has swelled three times its normal volume, threatened to wipe out the entire city of Venice.

By John B. Murphy

The mayor of Venice described the worst flood he had ever seen in his 55 years in office.

"There's no end to the suffering the floods impose," he said. "The rich become poorer, the poor become richer."

Flood waters, which have already killed more than 200 people, were expected to reach their peak today and remain high through tomorrow. The city's industrial and commercial districts, which are already heavily flooded, are expected to become uninhabitable.

The floods, which have already caused over $1 billion in damages, are expected to continue until late next week. The mayor said the city would be forced to seek international aid to help finance the recovery effort.

WASHINGTON, D.C., July 5 - The Federal Emergency Management Agency today announced plans for a comprehensive flood control program in the United States. The agency said the program would provide federal assistance to states and local governments to help them prepare for and respond to future floods.

The program, which is expected to cost over $1 billion, will be implemented in three phases. Phase one will focus on the development of flood risk maps and hazard assessment studies. Phase two will provide financial assistance to states and local governments to develop and implement flood control projects. Phase three will provide additional funding to help states and local governments maintain and operate flood control systems.

The agency said the program would be funded through a combination of federal grants and state and local funding. It also said the program would be designed to be flexible, allowing states and local governments to tailor the program to their specific needs.

The announcement was made by FEMA Administrator John J. Spence, who said the agency was committed to helping states and local governments prepare for and respond to future floods.
PART OF ALA SERIES
Indian trio’s ‘raga’ concert set

Snowy Field
Football is in the snow for a fun, just ask Tom Chi, frequently and Kappa Alpha Theta yearly. Taking advantage of last week’s snowfall, many of our football team fans allowed.

FROM PSYCHAN T
Profs lead Viet debate

Use a blow torch

When you want to really fire-up a market

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
DISPLAY ADVERTISING
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
355-8255
355-8256
355-8257
355-8258
355-8291

The AMAL general assembly will meet any time next week by decision of the Student Board. The assembly decided at its first meeting Oct. 29 that it would be held as soon as possible. However, it is one that be is made by the student board.

Board of overrules assembly on fall term meeting plans

The AMSU: general assembly will meet any time next week by decision of the student board. The assembly decided at its first meeting Oct. 29 that it would like to meet as soon as possible. However, it is one that be is made by the student board.

The general assembly decided at its first meeting Oct. 29 that it would like to meet as soon as possible. However, it is one that be is made by the student board.

Board of overrules assembly on fall term meeting plans

The AMSU general assembly will meet any time next week by decision of the Student Board. The assembly decided at its first meeting Oct. 29 that it would like to meet as soon as possible. However, it is one that be is made by the student board.

Board members expressed concern that the general assembly would grow out of hand if it was not re-elected by the student board.

The ASMSU general assembly Art Tung, member-at-large, said, “I feel that we have a small fear that to this end was” the meeting called President John Cauley, member-at-large, said.

The assembly decided at its first meeting Oct. 29 that it would like to meet as soon as possible. However, it is one that be is made by the student board.

When you want to really fire-up a market

Use a blow torch

When you want to really fire-up a market

ARTICLES

The basic assembly is scattered into an assembly meeting. The assembly decided at its first meeting Oct. 29 that it would like to meet as soon as possible. However, it is one that be is made by the student board.

The ASMSU general assembly Art Tung, member-at-large, said, “I feel that we have a small fear that to this end was” the meeting called President John Cauley, member-at-large, said.

The assembly decided at its first meeting Oct. 29 that it would like to meet as soon as possible. However, it is one that be is made by the student board.
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